
European	uni	trip	2014	parent	FAQs	

 

Several parents (and students) asked us a few more questions and wanted more in-depth info for parents. So here is a collection of 

answers to FAQs we’ve received or imagine might be asked. 

 

What is the trip again? Who is it open to? 
A tour of Dutch, Belgian and British universities, designed to cover a very broad range of subjects and every different kind of 

university. University trips will be in the morning each day with cultural, sightseeing or free time each afternoon before travelling on 

to the next destination.  

 

The trip is open to year 10-12s and we recommend EVERYONE who can should come. This trip does NOT target one particular ability 

band, nationality, or other sub-group. (Even if you’re thinking eg US or Australian university, you should consider coming and seeing 

university types and hearing about their programmes; there will not be much difference internationally in this regard.) 

 

It’s open to DBS students, and to some partner schools we are working with. 

 

How does it work? 
It happens in the last week of June 2014, missing school to attend it (although it covers the weekends either side too: Sat 21

st
 – Sat 

28
th

 June.) You can choose from four options depending on your needs: 

(a) return flight and whole itinerary 

(b) one-way flight and whole itinerary 

(c) no flights (book your own instead) and whole itinerary 

(d) no flights (book your own instead) and part of itinerary (due to exams etc) 

 

Costs vary from around 6000 dhs to 9900 dhs depending on your option. You can find the registration forms and the cost details at 

www.dbscareers.wordpress.com/eurotrip  

 

 

Sound great but it’s been an expensive year and I think I’ll send my son / daughter next 

year 
Uhm… no, you won’t. Sorry. We’re taking as young as year 10s because we are only likely to run this once every three years – so this 

will be their only chance, just like the 11s and 12s. We want to encourage it to be normal for students more than half way through 

GCSE (as 10s will be by June) to be thinking about university already. And if they’re already in years 11 or 12, this is really critical for 

them. 

 

For year 10s they will be doing PSHE by November leading them to think about A-level options and in this, we require them to 

research universities (because you choose A-levels, if you’re smart, to lead to the university pathway you want.) For 11s, they are 

about to have the wake-up call of A-level (which is much, much harder than GCSE) and by February we will be leading them to make 

university choices. This major life decision will hit them all much sooner than they (or you as parents?) realise. 

 

For 12s, of course, they should already be heavily in the process, should realise what an important and unique opportunity this trip 

is, and should be keen to take this opportunity to test their current plans or examine the idea of sharply changing them before it’s 

too late. 

 



Why do we need to pay for a trip like this at all? Why can’t they just choose uni remotely? 
We think this is about the most important careers support we can possibly provide to committed and ambitious students at a 

western school in Dubai. 

 

Students at UK schools have the opportunity to, are encouraged to, and most exploit the chance to, visit a range of universities 

during their A-levels. For all the advantages our students have living out here, they are woefully short of that opportunity, and this 

trip rectifies that. Every year we here of a number of parents taking time off to go seeing various universities with one or more of 

their children. This is a broader, probably ultimately cheaper, version of that opportunity. 

 

Think about the value of the product you’re buying when you go to university. After fees, transport and living costs for 3-4 years, and 

the cost of interest building up over that time and the time it takes to pay it off, a UK university degree now costs £75k+. (By the 

way, at the continental universities it can be half this amount, despite their being at an equal or better place on the international 

league tables than equivalent-offer UK universities, which is one reason we’re looking at continental Europe too.) The point is this: 

I’m sure we’ve all ordered products online without being able to see or touch or experience or ask more about them. But we’re 

talking books, DVDs and clothes, not £75k products. You wouldn’t buy a sofa, let alone a car, without extending your research 

beyond “reading reviews online”; why on earth would you buy 3-4 years of full-time, world-leading education without taking a look 

in person at the product first? Viewed this way, £1.5k is a 2% investment to ensure you go for the right product. Choosing a 

university from a PDF online while staying in Dubai is a curious species of lunacy, some might say. 

 

Also consider the motivational effects for students of seeing these high-grade institutions, and hearing from the horses’ mouth just 

how competitive the entry is and how hard they need to work to get in – along with seeing how exciting good universities are, and 

the motivational uplift that will give. It’s not enough for you as parents and us as teachers to keep saying they should work hard – 

this trip could be the transformative experience needed to get your son or daughter to internalize the importance of self-discipline, 

high aspirations, and excellent forward planning. You can’t put a cost on that. 

 

In addition we would finally suggest that if you’re intending to be in the UK anyway this summer, it’s a no-brainer to see this stuff en 

route.  

 

We looked at the prices and it’s quite expensive 
We appreciate that costs mount for parents, especially if your son / daughter has engaged in other trips like Week Without Walls or 

Moddel United Nations this year, but any foreign trip, particularly to Europe, will be expensive – and we’ve gone to exhaustingly 

great lengths to get the costs as low as possible. Please bear in mind that: 

• we’re covering three countries, including a ferry crossing 

• flights to Europe are not cheap 

• costs of accommodation and transport in Europe are far higher than in much of the Middle East and region 

• we have to budget for food and cultural events too 

 

In light of these facts we think it’s actually surprisingly cheap given what you get. If you ran this set of destinations as a family 

holiday the cost would be higher. Also remember this will only run once every 3 years – so this is your only chance to make this 

investment. Although we want it to be enjoyable and motivating for the students, we have packed events in very tight into this trip, 

and this is not a “jolly”. This is a dedicated research trip. 

 

Also notice that the cost of visiting ALL these universities is FAR FAR less than one of those commercial two-week “summer study 

programmes” run at any one of these universities and which masquerade as a way in to those universities. This is cheaper, and far 

more use in terms of university preparation. 

 

How have you kept the costs down? 
We’ve used: 

• the cheapest flights we can, taking one-stop overnights not direct or daytime 



• economy of scale with coach transport (cheaper than you ending up driving them round in a hire car if you had to do this 

yourself as a parent in a few months’ time!) 

• several tour firms to get the cheapest quote possible, competitively 

• budgeted cheaply for lunch each day as a small duty rota team of students will get up early every day to shop for 

ingredients and make lunch for the whole group  

• included many cultural events which are free  

 

I disagree with the question above about expense, I’m worried you’ve cut corners 
We haven’t. We’ve tried to trade-off the interests and preferences of parents who want everything watertight-at-whatever-cost 

with those for whom the budget will be a stretch. We’ve gone as cheap as we can without sacrificing safety or practicality. 

 

We took one-stop rather than direct flights because it reduces price significantly but groups will be accompanied in both directions 

so there is no risk here. We acknowledge the airlines used are not flag carriers and the experience might be a little less comfortable 

than Emirates, but these are not long flights (with the one-stop in the middle.) The coach is good and a tour guide is provided; the 

attractions we will visit are carefully selected to include some fee-paying and some free but to be a great balance of experiences. 

 

We chose in principle, as well as on cost, to require them to do a bit of work making their own lunch. This will be good for students 

coming from a culture like Dubai, and will build teamwork and social responsibility. (Having seen the amazing quality of teamwork by 

DBS students in Nepal recently, I have no doubt they will excel, and gain something from this.) And why shouldn’t they do a bit of 

work to save you as parents a further cost? “There’s no free lunch” turns out to be a literal as well as metaphorical principle they 

should learn from this trip.  

 

 

What do I do now and is a place guaranteed? 
Go to www.dbscareers.wordpress.com/eurotrip (if you didn’t already get this document from there) and download the forms. Print 

and complete in hard copy and securely return them to Mr. Drennan at DBS. Check the payment installments dates and ensure you 

meet them (we apologise these are short notice, but if we don’t do this, flight prices will rise and the whole trip will cost more.)  

 

Places are dependent on two opposing things: there being enough people to go (25), and the maximum places not already being full 

(45), across the various schools invited. Please register and pay the first installment as soon as possible to secure a place. Obviously, 

in the event of the trip not going, monies will be returned. We just don’t know the interest level as we’ve never run anything like this 

before – but the initial expressions of interest were substantial and the trip is open to several schools, so please don’t delay in 

booking your place. 

 

Also please encourage your son / daughter to share the importance of this trip with their friends, and share this document with 

other parents for whom you think it will be relevant. 

 

 

Mr Drennan 

mdrennan@dubaibritishschool.ae  

DBS 26/3/2014 

 


